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I. True group

2. Multiple employer trusts

3. Individual sales

The following topics will be discussed for the above markets"

a. Market identification
b. Product selection,includingbenefits and contractualobligations
c. Prospecting
d. Underwriting
e. The sale
f. Administration
g. Experience results

MR. ERNIE FRAN_OVICH: Disability Income is an interesting but strange
topic that has been the subject of numerous panels in the past. It is
strange because, during a two or three year period, many companies will
lose money, many will be profitable,and ma_y will not know. Some
companies will be successful marketing a particular product. Others will
be unsuccessful with the same product. Tod_y we will hear frc_ four
companies who have marketed disability insurance successfully in the
past. Since disabilityexperiencevaries widely by gec_raphicarea, by
company, and even by agent, their experiences and comments must be
adjusted to meet the needs and characteristics of your com_ml¥.

MR. WA_IE V. ROB]_RTS:I _m going to talk primarily about group
insurance. I thought I would also say a few words about multiple
employertrusts,which I will refer to as _'s. Althoughwe do not
write many MET's, we do have some knowledge so I will refer to it
whenever I think it is appropriate.

Market Identification

For group insurance, we will write a _roup of ten or more lives. MET's
need only one or two lives. We at Standard Insuranceseem to specialize
in public employee groups. It was not really plannedthat way but we
write many groups in that area. We write all the way from white collar
and professionalgroupsto blue collar groups, althot_Ehthere are some
blue collar groups we will not write or will write with very limited
coverage. We will not cover groups of lo_ers, for instance,because of
the seasonal nature of their work. Associations are an area that we

occassionallywrite. They have good and bad points. There is not much
competition in that area so you can basically come up with aAy rates,
underwritingrules,or policyprovisionsyou want for them. On the other
side of the coin, however,they are very expensiveto administerand take
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lot of time and effort. Frequently enrollment is very low. _%ii
solicitationdoes not seem to work very well for associationsso you need
a paid solicitorto go out and get the business, emd they are hard to
find. _ we have had good luck with some associations and there are
other associations we should hsve never written. We _ite some

administrative services only or ASO type business for large group_ who
_ant to self insure. This seems to have been really popular a few years
ago. Since a lot of companiesappeared interested,we developedan ASO
product for disability benefits. We have not sold very much since then,
but we have it available. The biggest problem I think for self insurance
for disability is the legal liability that is involved. We tried to put
in our contract a provision which weuld pass the liability on to the
group. _ether that is going to work or not I do not know. We have not
had any lawsuits connected with those aroups yet. But there is
potentially a large legal liability and I do not think the groups are
_ware of that.

Product Selection

vor M_'s _ou have to _havea very limited mumber of products that are
available. I{owever,for ,_rouo insurance there is a wide variety of
benefits available, u_rticularly for the latimergrou_. We will write
elimination_eriodsdown to 50 dsys and up to as lo_ as they -_ant.We
will providebenefits up to _thirds of income,althou_h some companies
write a 60-70 plan which is the lesser of 60_ of income or 70_-integrated
with other benefits. We will write benefits as high as $6,000 a month.
I know a couple of companies are writing up to S_O,OO0 a month on
professional groups. Pot blue collar groups, as I mentioned before,
benefits may be more restricted. We will quite often write only a two
year maximum benefit for a group that is highly concentrated in blue
collar workers, mainly because we are concerned Vnat the experience will
be. It varies a lot from one blue collar group to another, and once the
experience develops, we may extend the benefits at that point in time.

Some special policy provisions can help. One area that seems to be
popular recently is a rehabilitation benefit or, as one of our brokers
likes to sell it, a partial disability benefit. He goes to professional
groups and tells them that the chance of becomina totallyand fully
disabled is very small and that they are more likely to be partially
disabled. So this partial disability or rehabilitation benefit is very
important because he sells the policy on that basis. We have quite a bit
of variation in the deductible benefits. Almost all contracts deduct

what a person gets from 9ocial ,_ecuritybut then it can vary on other
things; such as whether you are going to deduct benefits from pension
plans, wholesale plans, or credit disability policies. These variables
depend on the companyand sometimeson the group. For large groups you
mi_ht allow some variations.

Generally we have a two year limit on mental and nervous benefits. _or a
price we will take that out of the contract. Some contractshave
survivor benefits, dismemberment benefits and cost of living benefits, a
lot of companiesare asking about cost of livingbenefits with inflation
getting up into the double digit area. They ssk about it and, when they
are told the cost, generally bank aw%¥ from it. They are very expem_ive
so we have not written that type of benefit yet. The definition of
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disability may vary. A two year "his own occ" definition is standard but
sometimes it is longer or shorter. Rate gt_r_mtees, pooling, experience

rating are all things that we are involved in. Experience r_,.tin_is kind
of interesting. We actually have more trouble with large groups that
have good exoerience then with those having bad experience, which would
seem to be un_ual. Groupe of bad experience are normslly willing to
work with you, reduce the benefits, increase the rate and m_<e the group
a profitable one. We generally do not lose those groups to other
competitiors. The ones we have lost quite often have been to
self-insurance. Groups that have good experience on the other hand want
everything back; all the surplus plus interest on all the reserves and it
is hard to convince them that there is any risk involved, he fact that
we lost a million dollars on another group or the fact that you can have
a 5 million dollar punitive dams@e lawsuit against you on a claim is not
their concern.

Prospectin_

Eighty to ninety percent of our insurance is written thro_h brokers and
the remainder is mainly through our own 8g_ents, althoug÷h occasionally we
have a few groups come in directly from public employer groups like the
_tate of Washington, Montana, or Al_ska. We seem to get more and better
business through brokers that we cultivate than those that approach us.
We go out and convince a broker that disability insurance is a good
product and _9tandard is a good company. We do not seem to write much
through brokers that just contact us for an occasional quote.

Underwriting

We generally require evidence of insurability and pre-existing conditions
limitations for the smaller groups and _'s. _[_T__'s_sually have
age-graded rates with two or three occupational classes. You pick out
the rates and plan from a brochure. When you get into _roup insurance,
the rates depend on _e, sex and occu_tlon. ._omegroups depsnd on a
n_mber of other things such as length of service, sick leave

accumulations, 8m_nt of employee contributions, enrollment percentages,
experience of other group, rate _arantee periods, integration
provisions, level of beneTits, size of groups and other benefit
provisions. These different factors are what makes one company different
from another.

The Sale

_arge groups can get very competitive, depending on the experience. If
the experience is very good, a lot of companies will quote. If it is b_d

experience, quite often no one will quote. Medium size groups are fairly
competitive, small groups less so. C_neral]_v the agent can _gke a sale
just based upon one or two companies. There are not much face to face
sales in the group insurance area. Normally we go through our brokers,
so quite often we never get involved with the group directly. LTD is
very complicated and it gets more so all the time, particalary with the
government getting involved in areas such _s _ISA, mandatory, maternity
coverage, ADEA and the Privacy Act here in C_lifornia. Currently, plain
language contracts are being required by a number of states. Lawsuits
have always been a problem. Potential large punitive _nd consequential
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lawsuits loom out there all the time. This makes it more difficult to
preparebrochures and enrollmentlettersbecause you must list all the
deductibles, limitations and exclusions. But if you do not list those,
then you cannot ,&_ethem. At least that is what our legal counsel has
told us.

Administration

All of our long term disability plans are self-administered. In other
words, we do not provide any home office list billing. I think we pay
some extra clainu_because of policyowner errors by doing it that w_y, but
I believe these are more than offsetby reduced expenses. In the past,
there have been some problems of convincing groups, particularly smaller
_%Toups,that they should self-slminister and keep track of people
enrolled. But now with the advent of computers,I think maybe it is
easier for them just to take the totals off of a computer run, fill in
our premium forms and send it in. So it does not seem to be that much of
a problem currently. M_Yf'snormally use list billing, at least the ones
_ith which we are involved. Administratorssend out the bills, collect
all the premit_usand then give us a monthly check for the premiums.

_xperience

The year 1980 w_ good and the first three months of this year have been
favorable. Actually it has been very steady over the last three or four
years. This is a little surprising since we expected that last year the
claims would be higher due to the recession and unemployment, but it
turned out not to be the case, at least for our company.

MR. WILLI_ L. H_ZELWOOD: Actuaries by nature tend to be product
oriented and their natural tendency is to think about the product itself
and not be too involved with the marketing side of the product. That is
unfortunate because the two really are very closely related to each other
with individual disability income. The way in which and the
effectiveness with _ich you market this particular product have a direct
bearing on the type of experience that you will have. If in 1981, for
example, your company is going to sell I,000 individual disability income
policies and you do so "_ith100 agents selling 10 policies each, your
experience (I'll stake my reputation on it) will be dramatically better
than it would be if you did it with 1,000 agents selling I policy each or
with 10,000 agents selling a tenth of a policy each, something like that.
Market penetration is the name of the game. If you think about it a
little while, you will see that that makes sense. When you have people
who are aggressively marketing the product, you have a product that is
sold and not a product that is bought. That is the essential difference
between aggressive marketing with successful disability experience and
passive marketing with dismal disability experience.

Let me give you a brief overview of Pacific Mutual's disability income
portfolio. We offer guaranteed renewable disability income policies
exclusively. We do not offer non-cancellable guaranteed premium
products. Inasmuch as we want to compete in the professional and
upper-income market, we find it very challenging because that market is
dominatedby the major non-cancellabledisabilityincomecompanies.
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For a period of three or four years prior to 1980, we experienced
declining sales. Our new annuallzed commission on disability income
business declined steadilyover that period. We decided in 1979 that we
needed to take aggressive steps to turn this situation around. We feel
that we were successful in accomplishing this, for in 1980 we had a
significant turnabout in our new business production. Our total new
annualized premium for disability income business was up by 72% from 1979
to _980. The corresponding percentage increase for business overhead
expense insurance was 54%. Naturally, this growth is magnified by
production in 1979 being much lower than normal. However, 19_0 was
nevertheless the most successful year in our recent history in terms of
health insurance sales.

There were six actions taken which probably had the biggest effect on our
sales. Toward the end of 1979 and for the first part of 1980, we hired
an _atsideconsultantto conduct seminars in many of our agencies for the
sole purpose of training our ag_ents to sell disability income policies.
His presentationswere very dynamic and very effectiveand the resultwas
that many of our agents began writing disability business for the first
time In addition, agents who had written disablity business in the past
began writing much more of it than before. In particular, the consultant
was successful in helping our agents to perfect their skills in selling
Section 105 wage continuation plans.

The second chauge that we made in the middle of 1980 was to introduce a
oreferred-ris_< di_coLtut into our individual disability income portfolio.
The preferred risk discount _as made available to non-smokers who are
otherwise standard risks. The amount of discount was very small for we
did not have any sound statistics upon which to base premium calculations
for non-smokers on disability insurance. All the evidence that we had
available, however, indicated that some type of discount should be
justifiable on disability business and so we felt that it would be
advantageous to us to introduce such a discount for marketing reasons.

The third thing that we did to help our disability sales was to reprint
our rate book. We had received several complaints from agents who felt
that the rate book display was difficult to use and difficult to
understand. The new format that we developed and introduced does a
better job of teachingour agents about our products and makes it easier
for them to calculate premiums.

The fourth thing that we did was to persuade one of our more highly
regarded agencymanagers to give his personal endorsementto our
products. We have known for a long time that agents will tend to sell
those disability products which they believe to be the most competitive.
The endorsement that we obtained from one of our key managers enabled us
to convince many agents that our product w_g indeed worth selling.

A fifth action which we took to improve disability sales was to give
increased coverage in our field publications to our disability income
products. We published, in early 1980, a special edition of our field
sales m%Eazine which was devoted exclusively to disability income
insurance and approaches that can be used to market it. This generated
considerable interest on the part of our field force.
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_he sixth thin_ that we did, _._ichwas introduced in late 19%3, _nd so it

re=%l].ydid not hs_re too much imuact on our sm!es success for 19'.°,9, _r_s
the introduction of a computerized disability income proposal service.
_nis _easmade available to our agents at no charge. The computerized
proposals are designed to contain much of the information that is
contained in our normal outline of cover_e. The proposals were
developed with considerable input from our Agency I)ep_rtment and have
relieved our _ents of a great deal of work in fi_3uring out how much
insurance an individual can purchase and in fi_urir_ the premium for the
requested package of benefits.

We have a few ideas that we have been considering for the future. One
idea that we have considered in the past and vfnichwe will study further
is the provision of incentives in the ag_ent's contract to produce
disability income b_siness in l_rger quantities. This might take the
fo_n of a hipper rate of co_mission payable on disability premiums in
excess of a specified level. In _ddition, we plan to introduce sales

aids for our _%gents _%ich are more aDoealin_ than the ones thtt we've
t_sed in the D_t e_ndshottld help our agents in their point of sale
presentations. _e are considerin;_ develoDi_ some form of soecial
programs for limited evidence under_rriting for certain groups, such _s
employee _roups or mssociation _roups. it this point, verst little work
h_ been done in this area at o'ircompany but we see it as an _e_ of

si_nific;_nt qro%rth po tentie_l i_%_much as we have many existing clients _s
a result of our sC_=lessive position in the group insurance market.

_. _IC;{A_ L. YELL_ In this discussion, I plan to focus on my
conknany's experience with a particular product, cash vs_lueloss of time.
It is my feelin_ that this experience will have useful marketing
implications.

_3efore enterinK the disc1_asion of the experience of this _rticular
product, I would like to make a comment re_rding the other items on the
agenda. _rom the standpoint of market identification, product selection,
underwriting end the sale. _Thereis very little difference between the
r_arketing of a c_sh value disability product _nd the traditional non-cash
value disability product. Of course, the product itself contains
ir_herent differences causing some unique claim administration _nd reserve
hand!in:g.

We at _._tual of Omaha have been offering both the cash value and non-c_sh
value disability income products simul_aneously to the same market for
about seven years. As such, we are able to comnare the relative merits
of the two products from an experience standpoint 8ridwe are therefore
8ble to base marketing decisions on such comparisons.

We have been quite successful in marketing individual disability income

products to all markets. In sddition, we have been more successful than
most companies in providirMff,these products to the blue-collar market.
With respect to our current mainline products, about 70f{_of our sales
(premium volume) come from, what I would call, the blue-collar market.
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With respect to both the blue and _lite-collar markets, the question
_¢niehhas al_,,_ysbeen in the back of my mind is, "Does the ce_shvalue

product _ctually give you better morbidity?" As I mentioned earlier, we
have been selling the cash value and non-cash value products
side-by-side. There is no mistaking that the cash value product yields
better morbidity than the non-cash vs_lue product. Unfort_anately, this
simple answer alone does not provide enou_h insigJct. It could be that
the better risks buy the cash value product ._lile the remaining risks buy
the non-cssh value product so that in combination you end up _rith the
same average morbidity level that you would have expected if you offered
only the non-cash value nroduct.

We recently comoleted an extensive study of our individual disability
income morbidity during the late 70's. In this study the overall
non-cash value claim costs were running significantly higher than the
cash vslue claim costs in the e$4_regate - about 60% higher. In
combination the morbidity level of the two products was running about 5_
higher than the morbidity levels developed from our previous si_dy which
covered the experience of the late 60's. Since the late 60's, as I am
sure you are 811 a,_are, individusl disability claim costs have risen
significantly. Looking at the 1977 T_A Reports, using our o-_n
distribution of expesures, it appeared that our claim costs sho_lld have
risen about 70%; whereas they rose omly 5_. That is one element that
would lend some credence to the possibility that the c_sh value product
does in fact give you better combined morbidity and not just necessarily
a better risk.

Attached are some exhibits sho-minZ loss ratio fi_es by duration _¢nich
are representative of the _nderlying claim cost fi;_ures. Exhibit I sho'ms
our af_gTegate loss ratios by duration, for all of our occupation classes
combined. The top line is the non-cash value product, the lower ]ine is

the cash value product. The first question ,_ich comes to mind h_s
nothing to do with cash value _nd non-cssh value. _;_y are these loss

ratios so hi_,)%in the first duration? _,_qilethis is a most interesting
phenomenon in itself, _¢natwe are interested in for the purpose of this
oresentation is the relative level of cash value vs. non-cash value.

There is a tendency for the drop from the first duration to the second
duration to be more dramatic for the non-cash value than for the c_sh

value. That is, the cash value itself seems to have helped flatten that
curve somewhat.

We should look at a specific occupation class since the occupational mix
could cause some distortion here. __xhibit II shows the durational loss

ratio experience under occupation class 4A (this is four of six).

This cl_sssification represents the majority of our blue-collar market and
it is our largest OCCUpationaL1 class. Once a_oain, the non-cash value

loss ratios are much hitcher than cash value. You might have a question
now as to ,_%ether I am comparing apples to apples. In the cash value
loss ratio I have removed the cash value load. That is, we are just
looking at the basic loss of time loss ratios. Hence, from this
standpoint it is a legitimate comn_rison. It is not a oerfectly
legitimate com_oarison from the standpoint that the cash value products

are sold to a slightly younger person. Our issue age limits stop at 8_e
49 on cash vaue, _,fnilenon-cash value oroducts 8re sold through ague69.
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However, since our aggregate loss ratio statistics show the highest loss
ratios at the youngest age, if we made the propsr adjustments the two
lines on the araph you are looking at would become even farther apart.
Hence, I did not need to go through the adjustment process to ms_kemy
point.

Exhibit III shows the durational loss ratio experience under occupation
class 2A, which is our largest white-collar clsss. %While the numbers are
similar, they are a little more erractic because the exposures are
smaller. Nonetheless the relationships are quite similar to those shown
in Exhibit II for occupation class 4A. However, the cash value loss
ratio curve, the lower line, tends to be a little flatter than the
corresponding 4A curve. This phenomenon described above where the cash
value loss ratio curve is flatter for white-collar risks than for

blue-collar risks is further substantiated by the experience of our IA
classification. The .number of exposures in this classification is small

and no graph has been prepared but the information available supports the
previous statement.

I_, is interesting to note that, when we view accident and sickness
separately, the claim costs are high in the first year for both types of
risks. The only area in which we actually experienced the tradition_J
looking claim costs by duration (low in the early years and increasing in
the latter years) was in the area of over age 50 - sickness only. With
this exception our claim costs start out hiF_hin the first duration,
decrease for about six durations, and then begin rising again by about
2-I/2% to 5% per year. It is also interesting to note that with the
underlying claim cost curve implied by the loss ratio figures sho'_u in
Exhibit I through III, the traditional active life reserve takes on a
whole new look. Eence, while our statutory statements m%y

indicate very high loss ratios when reserves are included, the true
"experience" loss ratio is much lower.

If your company has not made a recent study of durational claim costs, it
rosybe possible that you are experiencing this same phenomenon without
knowing it.

Getting back to the subject at hand, "Does the offering of a cssh value
product improve overall morbidity?" For the moment I would like to
rephrase this question, "If your company sold only cash value and every

other carrier offering disability income sold only cash value, would the
true level of morbidity improve?" With respect to this latter question,
I have some facts available which would lend credence to a yes or no
answer, although I really do not have enough facts available to m_ke a
definite yes or no answer.

Exhibit IV shows adjusted ratios of cash value to non-c_sh value

morbidity for our largest blue-collar occupation class (4A). By
"adjusted" I mean that such ratios are adjusted for age, sex, elimination
period, and benefit. To aid in the review of this exhibit, observe the
.67 under Male, 4A, Total Frequency. This figure indicates that the cash
value frequency is 67% of the non-cash value frequency. Looking at this
number broken down between accident and sickness you can see that there
is very little variance. Looking at the next line (I Year Aversge Claim
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under Male 4A), you will note thg.tthe cash value avera_e claim is not
significantly better than the non-cash value avera_e claim. The I Year
Continuance (fourth line) also indicates that the cash value product is
not significantlybetter than the non-cashvalue. Lookingat _emale 4A,
the Total Frequencyof the cash value product is significantlybetter
than the non-cash value product, similar to the Male 4A, while the
Average Claim and I Year Continuance are setually worse.

What these figures on Exhibit IV say to me, and this is more impression
than fact, is that the very short claims are eliminated or reduced by the
very nature of the cash value product. _nat is, while many prospective
cash value claimants never make it to the end of the elimination period
the ones which do are not better and, often times even worse, than the
non-cash value claimants.

If the assumption is made that the good risks b_y cash value coverage and
the poorer risks b_y non-cash value coverage we would, of course, expect
lower cash value frequencies. It would seem reasonable that we would
also expect lower average claims and continuance. We are all aware that,
because of the nature of disability income insurance, many times the
desire to work is as, or more, important than actu_l health conditions
alone. If the cash value risks are significantly better risks it would
seem that they would have to be better "work ethic" risks as well as
better health risks. The comparison of cash value to non-cash value
average claims and continuance vmuld not seem to support this latter
statement. It appears as though the cash value product by its very
nature does have an impact on the level of morbidity.

The attached Exhibit V shows the ssme data for our occupation class 2A
(white-collar) as Exhibit IV contains for class 4A (blue-collar). You
will note that these figuresare even more supportiveof the ar@2nent
presented in the last paragraph.

As somewhat of a final note here, it is my own opinion that you can
market the cash value product in both the white collar and blue coll_
market successfullyand your overallmorbiditywill improve,you also
have an additional advantage in that you will accumulate a large fund
which will provide additional investment income o!_portunities.

The key element in the calculation of the cash vaue premium is
persistency. We have looked at our persistencyassu_nptlonson our cash
value products and our ten year average life runs about 20% better on
cash value than on our non-cash value products. We originally assttmed
that the improvement would be even more than this so we are in pretty
good shape from the standpoint of reserving with respect to this
particular element. Of course, since our claims have been so _ich better
than we expected and we have a cash value benefit which is offset by
claims, our original offset assumptions were overstated.

In the marketing field we do plan to do some additional experimentation
with the cash value product in the future. I personally believe it will
be extremelysuccessfulfrom the standpointof experienceresults and
sales.
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MR. WILLIAM J. S(_{NAER: Pennsylvania Life Insurance Company began market-
ing disability income insurance in 1955, the year it was purchased by a
_accessful gener_a! Kent who specialized in _arketing disability income.
His entire sales force, which operated out of a number of _/es offices,
became a captive azency force for Penn Life. This sales force began in
1939 and operated in the same way before and after the _r_rchase and
therefore in describing the marketing of disability insurance by this
sales force, I will be discussing a _rocess _ich began before World War
II and continued into the middle '70s.

Market Identification

The market that this sales force sold to _s self-emplqyed businessmen
living in small towns ._nd outer suburbs of metropolit_-n areas, s.s well s_s
farmers, ranchers and other m_ral residents. The identification of this

market evolved over time, _nd w_s not the result of a sin_le strategic
decision, but rather _n evolutiomzry process. Because the sslesmen
received no advances, or "dr_ws," it :,_snecessary for them to collect an
ann_l premi_, if not with the application, at least on policy delivery,
so that they could have enou_h commission income to live on.
._elf-employed b._siness_en end farmers u_a!ly have enough ready cssh to
_%_ en snnu%l premium, whereas the worki_ man often does not. gs this
was bein_ realized, it also became apparent that the further a_,_y one got
from the central city, the easier it _as to sit down and talk to the
sm_ll b_sinessmzn. He "_as not _s busy _ his urban co_mter_rt, he _ms
,_su_lly friendlier, end of course, bein_o the boss, he could t_ke the time
to sit and t-_!k. In e:ldition, the competition inside large cities was
and remains ve_ fierce. Every small business o,_er in the city has a
number of insurance e_ents calling on him (and often has a close friend
or relative who sells insurance), while in the rural areas the

competition is not only less in n_mber, they are often not _ ?4v_ressive.

Product Oelection

The product that this sales force sold elso evolved over time, with the
benefits designed primarily by the e_ency, and the price chosen by the
carrier. In 1955, the same product line w_s adonted by Pennsylvania
Life. The _ajor nroduct vr_san optionally renewable, first dey to
lifetime, accident and sickness policy. The sickness benefit _eas paid
for four months for all total disabilities, and continued beyond the four
months only if the claimant _,_shouse-confined. _ilt in to the Policy
were sJdition'_l benefits for hosnit_l con_'in_nt up to ninety d_v_,
ninety days of n_.rti'_ldisebili%f benefits, _s well _s lumn-su_.
accidental death and dismemberment benefits. Originally, up to tT_O a
month of benefits could be issued to eny one person, and this w_s hater

increased to $500 per _nonth. ._._isproduct vms replaced in the very. late
'60s by a similar policy which was Nonrenewable For Stated Reasons Only,
:4_ich, in turn, was surerseded by a _%ranteed Rene_able product in the
middle of the IqTOs.

In addition to these products, there ",m_sa Noncancellable policy _.¢nich
was sold to select occupational _roups uD to _500 a month. The sale of
this policy w_s discontinued in the early 1970s. There were _Iso

policies designed specifically for substandard applicants, an assortment
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of riders providing various kinds of hospital benefits, and various
coverages for family merYoers

Prospectin_

The prospecting process was handled by the sales office. _irst, a
_ec_F_raphical area would be selected, snd then the prospects would be
identified. In the case of the sm_ll b_sinessm_n, this was primarily

accomplished by using the local phone book. IdentiIving the owner of
_ost every small b_siness in town was apparently possible by this

method. For farmers, their names were identified through the local plat
book. These books are published by private concerns and show the
ownership, as well as the boundaries, of every piece of land in the
county.

After the names had been identified, a pre-approach letter was sent.

This letter _r_s not very specific, and it mentioned that someone would be
coming by to talk about their financial security. The agents themselves
were given cards, each of which had a name, an address, a phone n_mber,
and a type_of business. The prospects would be grouDed geographically to
minimize travel. The agent then either dropped by the place of business
or farm, or, if they felt that it w_s appropriate, telephoned first for
an appointment.

The O_le

Once the agent w_s granted _n interview, the sales presentation w&s

reasonably typical for disabili_f income insurance. The agent laid
stress on _erson&l income protection as well as the protection of
business expenses, and pointed out, in most cases, that while the
businessmsn was protecting his employees by purchasing Workers'
Compensation, he had no similar protection for himself. There obviously
was and is a real need, and out of every three presentations the agents
on the avera_e made one sale. This ratio of one out of three has

remained consistent for Pennsylvania Life over the years.

The _zent _¢asencouraged to collect the full annual premium with the
application, and, if he could not, to collect 8_ny remaining portion of
that annugl premium on policy delivery. The initial collection process
will be discussed in more detail shortly.

Under_riting

The sales office did an initial screening of the application, which
consisted mostly of finding unanswered questions _nd sending the agent

back to get them answered. The agent w_s charged by the home office for
submitting an obvious rejection, for example, an application which either
indicated on its face some fact which made the applicant ineligible, or
where it developed that there were things about the applicant, such as
extreme overweL___ht,that were obvious to the agent and were
misrepresented.
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The underwriting in the home office _.s typical disability income
underwriting, concentrating on income, occupation, and health. _The
policy itself had a two year pre-existin_ condition clause as well as _.
six month _it for a few specified conditions such as "heart trouble".

All in sll, there were few complaints about the underwriting, either by
the field towards the home office, or vice versa.

kdministration

The major aspect of __dministration that affected the marketing process
was of course, the billing _nd collection _nd the p_vment of commissions.
The first premium %_as al_¥s su_nu_ul,and the agent's first year
co_ission w_s dependent on collection of the entire first year snnual

premium, if not with the application, then at the time of policy
deliverlv. If less than the _-_ullannual premium was collected by the
_gent, then the sales office did whatever billing ,_s necessary to bring

the rest of the premium in, but the agent received no commission on those
subsequent first year r_yments. The first year premiums collected were
deposited in a specisl company accou_nt. The first year commissions to
_%ents _ere paid from another account vfnich the comnar_y[Keptfor the
office. Renewal] billing was h_ndled by the home office. An interesting
feai_Ire, and one _ich Pennsylvani_ Life continues to this d%v, was that

on any billir_ date, the insured has the option of _ving s quarterly,
semi-snn_l, or anm_%! premittm, irrespective of v_at the last l_lyment
_._o

The home office mlso prepared _ent's statements and paid renewal
commissions monthly. The a_zentreceived conmlissions of 37_ first year
and I0_ rene_al, with vesting of renewal commissions of I/9-the normsl
co_ission for a length of time dependent upon the length of service.
The sales managers' compensation is more complex. A brief (and not
completely accurate) description of the process is this. The sales
office was credited with commissions, which on this product were
first year and 22-I/_2_ rene_al. The office was likewise charged with
expenses, including the commissions to _ents just decribed and other
items, such _s rent, telephone, etc. This cslculation is performed

monthly. The resulting_ so-called profit (or loss) is then divided _mong
all the parties _io have a share of the office profits. The company,
itself, alw_kvs retains a share. There m_y be one or several m_nag_ers who

participate in the remainder. Over the long run, for a successful
office, the profits goin:g to the manager (or mensgers) have been
averaging 4% of total premiums.

Experience Results

Until I_975, the experience on this entire product line ws_ssatisfactory,
year-in and year-out. In 1975, as a result of the recession of the mid
70s, the loss ratio jumped twelve points from the year before. At that
time, it became obvious that Pennsylvania Life's market, which up until
then had not been affected by the economic ups and downs of the country,
was vulnerable to the kind of inflationary recession, with the
accompanying credit crunch .gradhigh interest rates, that the Unfed _ates
was beginning to experience. Therefore, beginning in 1976, the sale of
disability income insurance was de-emphasized, and only small amounts
have been written from that day until now. The sales force began selling
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a line of field-issued accident only disability income and hospital
insurance policies. _o far, this line has shown a great deal of
stability in the face of economic troubles.

_. V_A_[OVI_: Th_nk you Bill. During my work with disability income
and various insurance companies, I found that each compa_v is different.
Sometimes subtlely; sometimes in a major way. We have just heard from
four different companies marketing disability insurance in as mar_v
different areas. A number of new disability products and riders have
been introduced recently. They are to meet a perceived need in the
market or from the sales force. However, does the product or
administrative approach or both solve the problem of the company?.

MR. DONALD M. _rETF_gX)N: Benefit Trust has about _7 million inforee in

individual disability income premium, mostly in the blue collar area. We
have about twice that much in group, plus a little bit of minimum
premium/A SO business. _[ehave seen the same downturn in results during
the mid 7O's, but in the last couple of years disability income
experience has been looking a little rosier from both the group and the
individual sides. It was not mentioned, but our feeling is that
inflation in this instance was a good guy from two standpoints. One, we
are dealings,o %6th a product with a relatively low cash loss ratio so we
are building,up assets, and these newer assets are earning 12_, not the
3_ at which we are setting up reserves. We have reflected this in our
group experience rating with the larger groups. I think increased
interest earnin_ have also lessened the need for some rate increases in
the individual area and should be reflected, to some extent at least, in
current guaranteed renewable premium rate scales. Two, inflation has had
a unique impact on the recovery rate. I do not know whether your
companies have noticed it, but in 1979 and 1980, an inordinate number of
supposedly disabled persons seem to have recovered. This could mean
that, while it was swell living on _ a month in 1975, maybe some
claimants want to go bsek to work now and improve upon that income.
Inflation certainly has had a profound impact recently.

Mike was mentioning the high first year loss ratio that Mutu_ of Omaha
w_s running into. Most of our _ million of individual premium is in a
blue collar area. We were writing railroad workers back in the 1920's
and that has been a prime market ever since. We often developed 80 or

first year loss ratios. It is difficult to beat the selection
against you, but hopsfully it levels off to something you can live with.

Something came to mind as Mike described the choice between the cash
value and the non-cash value policy. I would be concerne¢ _hat the
healthier risks were opting for the cash value policy. It would seem
that you would get poorer morbidity under the non-cash value policy,
which would drive up your rates, and sooner or later you are going to be
charging more for your product than I am. I should then be getting the
more select among those who purchase the standard product. I do not know
whether you are w_tching out for this, but I would be concerned.

I would like to direct a question to Wayne in the group area. Our sales
people are giving us a hard time of late on maximum amount. You
mentioned the figure of _6,000, right now just about twice our max--.

We are talking about going to $5,000. Does your company grade the $6,000
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b_ size of group, such that you write only _2,000 or so with a 10 life

_roup? To get to $6,000, do you need a 50,000 life group? When you do
get to the president or other hi_ income person, do you put in some sort
of limitation on the individual - such as 50% of salary in excess of
,_A,O00, even under a _ or 70_ plan? That is to avoid a person being
better off disabled, at least on an after-tsx basis, when he mi_,$ntbe
able to influence whether he is deemed to be disabled or not.

_inally, I would like to raise a question for all of the panelists, since
we are in California riaht now. I have heard no reference to the
difference in experience bet_qeen California _nd the rest of the world.

Host especially, we see it in the blue collar individual area. Do your
companies cl_rge different rates or have different underwriting rules in
C_lifornia? krecharge hiF)%er rates, have more restrictive _mderwriting
rules; and even so, have an even hi@Jnerloss ratio in California with
special California products.

t_. PDB_TS: _irst question is "do we grade it by size of group"? The
_nswer is "yes". To _et uo to $6,000, it has to be a large group but it
depends a little bit on how m_y hi_nly paid people you have in the
group. If you h_d an attorney firm ,githa 100 partners (I _n %,irethey
are _�2<ing lots of money), you mi_ght go all the way up to _6,000. I
think Union _utu_l t,�kes the _ver_e salary of the top five people and
uses that in their formula for instance. And then, if they went too high
a level of benefits, so_etimes we will require some insurability to go un

to that level. _qowe have the size of the group, and then %%ybe evidence
of insurability involved even on a group bssis.

As far as grading_ the benefits down, we recently tried to make a

distinction betu_een _ether it is a contributory or non-contributory
groom. If it is contributory or a partnership (because a partnership
basically is a contributory _roup), then we do indeed have the benefits
gr'_e down. We are talking about 60_ of the first $5,000 and 40<,of the

smot[nts over that. _ _mderstanding is that Hutu_l Benefit and Union
Mutu_l use basically the same type of formula. 9o we do grade down _nd
we do look at after tax dollars to try to keep it in line on that basis.

As far as California versus non-California, we only write on the West
Co_st. Two thirds of our business is in California. _or a while we

actually charged a little bit higher in California, but determined that
it _e_s not really justified by _ar experience. So now we have the s�me

rates throughout our area of operation.

_R. _C_@_A_: The disability income business we wrote in California had
had very bad experience. 9ales of disability income were terminated some
years _Zo, but a s_les operation for the limited accident oroduct line
has begt_n _gain. In addition, we have found that the major urban areas
are not only difficult to sell but they are miserable in terms of
experience. It does not matter whether it is in California. or Chicago or
New York, the experience is not good.

I would like to comment on the effect of inflation on our experience.
(_ar experience with the blue collar _arkets is that in the current
recession, our insureds have no jobs. We have subcontractors who have no

work at all. And so, when they are really sick, their choice is
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collecting 9500 a month from us or m_king a _preme effort to get better
and have nothing. And that is _¢lat I think is contributin_ to our
experience and why we felt we needed to get at.myfrom disability income
into something else.

MR. KV/_LEN: Regarding the California question, we have a very large
block of our loss of time business here in California and _¢etook some

steps to toughen our underwriting rules considerably, to raise our rates
considerably, to eliminate first day cover_e regardless of whether it is
accident or sickness, and to go to longer elimination periods if we
could. Since that time, our experience has worsened. We exoected
morbidity somewhere in the neighborhood of 4(7%higher and it appears to
be about 70%.

MR. HEZZED_0OD: The only time that we have ever looked at California
separately, which constitmtes about _ of our business, was just prior
to development of our last rate book in 1978. Our experience at that
time indicated that overall our loss ratios in California were about

30-354 higher than elsewhere. Consequently, we sdopted a dual rate
structure at that time such that the rates we charge in C_lifornia are
higher than out of California by percents_ges which vary from about 5% to
about _ or so, depending on occupation class. We have not looked at
California experience separately for the block of business _ritten on
that dual basis since then because it is fairly young. I would not
expect that the experience written before 1978 would be any better in
California than it ,_s at that time but at this ooint we don't know if it
is any worse either.

_[q.T. ALLbTq PARK: I have a question for Michael }(ellen. You sell the
c_eh value Plan a]on_ with the non-cash v_lue. Which set of nremi_ms is
higher?

?'_. "r_[qS._T.,F2_:We cannot sell _ cash value Droduct for a lower nremi_z,lth_!q
a non-cash v_lue product for nrqctie,_l ro-_ons.

_r. o_<: I b_o',r,b.ltif .}fourlosses _re so much hi<her for _rotu*
non-essh v,_lue...

}_R.L_t/_L_D_:If I rated then the _v the exoerience hr{sdeveloped, %here
are m_ny ages, elimination periods and benefits _41ere the e.ts'_value
premit_m would be lower thgn the non-_sh premium, but you have to
remember that, if that were the only thin_ we wrote, we are going to get
some of the risks that are buying our non-cash value product. The image
that I tried to oortrav durir_% the 15 minute session is that I believe
there is a little bit of both. _hmber one, I think you _et better risks

trader the cash vslue product. And number two, the product itself also
improves the morbidity. _qothere is a little bit of both involved. We
certainly c_not charge less for the cash value than the non-cash value
8ridwe are not entirely sure that we can eliminate the non-cash value and

charge lower rates on the cash value. It is not something that we jump
into on a nationwide basis.

?,_.PAP_K: Do you have ,anyclosed blocks _dhereyour rate increases have
actut_lly forced your oremiu_s hi_,_herfor non-cash value?
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MR. K_,r,k_: No, we have no meaningful closed blocks of cash value
business.

MR. P&_LK: I just _anted to comment: _';edo sell cash value versus
non-cash value and they are essentially equal plans except for the cash
value involved. We too are showing much better experience on the cash
value plan.

MR. PHIL DkNDEE *: Question for Wayne on the MET_business. Are you

_ctually selling it in California? What kind of underwriting stg_ndards
are you using? What are the very limited policy benefits that you are

providing? I am assuming_ that they are very, limited.

MR. ROBERTS: Well, we do it through administrators. We have independent
insurance agents writing thro_h an administrator. It is down to about
three lives and I do not believe there is any evidence of insurability
involved. For example, we have a design professional's trust involvin_o
architects and consulting engineers through another administrator. Here
again it gets down to very small numbers and I do not believe there is
any evidence or pre-existing conditions. The benefits _re very limited.
For instance, we have just one plan, 90 day elimination, 6_, of income,
age 65; not ma_y choices. _qome are age rated, some are not.

MR. DANDEE: You have not pursued _ general retail market? v_tiple
employers, gas stations ....

MR. ROBERTS: Well, right now we are working on t_king over a natio_%l

trust, or part of a national trust, written by an _dministrator out in
California . _"hisone does not have insurance agents and covers m_ny

occupations, and service stations and maybe one that is excluded. For
the blue collar risks, we are talking about a t_voyear benefit. FOr the
white collar salaried risks, it would be to age 65 but there would be
those differentials.

_R, PAUL E.HA_8%J_: For Mr. _(ellen, in view of your dram._aticdifferences

in your statistics for the cash value and the non-cash value, are there
going to be any changes inyour marketing and _mderwriting of those
products? I got the feeling that there is not, from what you are talkin_
about.

MR. K_I_-_: It is a distinct possibility that the marketing technique of
the two products combined may be sh_iffled in such a way that for some
occupations, eliminations, benefits and sexes, there may be only a cash

value product.

MR. H_NS_EN: For Mr. Roberts, you mentioned that the rehabilitation
benefit on your group was very popular and then you also mentioned
partial disability. What kind of product is it really? What kind of
benefit is it? There are so ma_y different kinds.

MR. ROBerTS: If a person goes back to work and he is disabled according
to our contract; that is, if he is unable to do all or most of the duties
of his regular occupation for the first two years, we will deduct 50%,,,of
hie earnings from his job. He can call that a partial disability benefit

or rehab benefit. _"he way our contract is written, we have to approve it

*Mr. Dandee, not a member of the Society, is a self-employed consultant.
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as a practical matter and if we get him back to work we will ao0rove
8_r_3rthingthat we can reasonablyassume is going to be rehabilitative.

MR. HAN_T: _o you are givi_ him a variable amotmt?

MR. ROBES: It will be 2/3 of his incomeand we will deduct half of what
he gets when he goes back to work. _o he is going to ms_kemore by going
back to work than by being totally disabled.

F[_._NSEN: Are your getting any pressure to have variable rating? _or
example,goi_ from _ to 20f5,?You said earlierthat you use a straight
5_.

btR.ROB.IRTS:We used to deduct80% on the old standardcontracts. Now
the competition has liberalized and only deducts 50%. If a person goes
back to work and we only deduct 5%, he makes more money than he did
before he was disabled.

MR. HANS,: But he has to go back to his old job?

_R. ROB]_qTS:He can not take anotherjob. Normally he goes back to a
job that pats less. If he went back to his old job, we would probably
say that he was not disabled and cut him off completely. If he went back
to another job, even if he earned the same salary, it is likely that we
would only deduct 50%.

MR. HAN_: For _Ir.Hezzelwood: You mentioned grading compensation for
the agents (I think your fifth point). Can you give an example of that?
Is it on an individual contract or the total volume of business that the
agent is selling?

r4R.HEZZEIN00D: Well, there are many ways of doing it, I suppose. One
that I have looked at in the past and have not completely discarded is,
instead of paying, let us say a 55% first year commission, on all
disability income btLsiness that an agent sells, you might pay first year
con_aissionof 30% on the first x dollars of premiums or pay _ g until
first year commissions on disability business gets up to a specified
amount. For production above that level in a calendar year, you would
pay a higher rate, maybe 65-70%. _o then you are telling your agents:
"If you want to sell disability business, sell it aggressively, sell a
lot of it, we would love to have your business. But if you are just
going to write the occasionalperson who has a pain in his chest and
wants to buy a disability policy, we do not want that brininess. We want
you to sell it, we don't w_nt people to buy it from you."

MS. DAWN E. I{ELWIG: I have a question for Bill $chnaar. Combined
Insurance Company has customarily sold to similar groups of people.
Concentrating in rural areas and only recently in urban areas. We have
also noticed that the experience in urban areas is miserable, to put it
nicely. We tried to determine if it was a sales problem. For example,
in one of the cities, it seems our agents have insured the entire police
and fire departments. But we have not had that happen in other cities
and have had worse experience there. What do you see as the cause for
the worse experience in the urban areas? Is it a sales problem or does
it have to do with a worse spread of risk, poor work ethic, or whatever?
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Also, is there something that can or should be tried as far _s product
design or underwriting standards in urban areas?

MR.. S(I_NAER: I'm not sure that I can _nswer the question with any great
authority. I tend to wax somewhat philosophical about the subject. A
thought that I have had about health insurance, esoeeially disability, is
that it is a product that depends a lot upon the ttuderlying honor and
work ethic of the insured. In some ways it is verT¢similar to auto
imsurance. Auto insurance is also greatly subject to personality and it

is not coincidence that some of the largest and lowest priced auto
insurance compenies have the word "farm" in their names. _armers

Insurance in Los Angeles, _%_tateParm, etc. Going back centuries to the
be_zinning of the Industrial Revolution, cities have had a :grinding effect
on lower income people. Going back to _arles Dickens _nd before, there
has always been a constant cant about the virtue of the farmer versus the

evil, crime and violence in the city. I do not know if this can be solved
with oroduct design or underwriting standards. We have noticed the same
thing in our life insurance, _hich is not nearly so _Ibject to the same
influences, inasmuch as one has to F_V the supreme penalt_T to submit a
claim for life insurance. Even so, we have noticed that the mortality
ratios among blus collar _%rkets are much higher in the urban are'_s,
especially in the early wears, than in the rur_3_aress. _e _najor
product our sales force sells is veer similar to what Combined Insurance
sells, field issued, accident o_ly hosDit_1 and disability insurance
product and we have the same experience in the urban areas. We have not
come up _¢ithany solution, except not to sell in the city. I am not sure
there is a product that can be sold profitably to blue collar urban
msrket, except possibly large employer-employee group insurance.

_. %_AN_20VICH: I have a question for Wayne. Durin_ your presentation,
you mentioned brokers or agents that have been actively recruited to
market disability verst_s those that come to you on s_oeriodic basis. How

does _tandard identify the brokers that sho1_Id sell their disability
programs?

_R. ROB_IRTS: We sell our insurance through salaried .group
representatives so they call on a broker8_e, which they think will
provide business. They go out into the suburbs and try to get _aller
brokerage houses and agents interested in disability, insurance. The
large brokerage houses generally come to us. But sometimes these smaller

olr_lyingbrokers sell more and better business than those big ones.
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EXHIBIT IV

150D/160D

Ratio of Cash Value A/E to Non-Cash Value A/E

Male 4A

Exposures: Cash Value 63506.0
Non-Cash Value 94085.3

Accident Sickness Total

Frequency .64 .69 .67

1 Year AverageClaim .82 1.12 .95

1 Year ClaimCost .53 .78 .63

1 Year Continuance .69 1.15 .96

1 Year ContinuanceCost .44 .80 .64

Female 4A

Exposures: Cash Value 6193.5
Non-Cash Value 21405.0

Accident Sickness Total

Frequency .52 .68 .62

1 Year Average Claim 1.10 1.14 1.12

1 Year ClaimCost .57 .77 .69

1 Year Continuance 1.02 1.35 1.20

1 Year Continuance Cost .53 .93 .74
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EXHIBIT V

150D/160D

Ratio of Cash Value A/E to Non-Cash Value A/E

Male 2A

Exposures: Cash Value 18402.2
Non-Cash Value 26536.3

Accident Sickness Total

Frequency .43 .52 .45

1 Year Average Claim .90 1.47 1.21

1 Year Claim Cost .38 .76 .54

1 Year Continuance 1.16 4.60 2.87

1 Year Continuance Cost .49 2.42 1.29

Female 2A

Exposures: Cash Value 17298.8
Non-Cash Value 39737.8

Accident Sickness Total

Frequency .47 .56 .53

1 Year Average Claim .71 i.I0 .96

1 Year ClaimCost .32 .61 .50

1 Year Continuance .50 1.25 .93

1 Year Continuance Cost .22 .68 .49




